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75078| Certain CVs gave an error on Textkernel CV parsing  
We have modified the processing of CVs to prevent the error ‘Regex too complicated’ from occurring. 

75964| Better error resolution when creating Checklist Item  

When selecting a non-permitted combination of Document Type and the Calculation Level or the 
filters used, the correct functional error will now appear instead of a generic technical error. 

73727| Chatter component showed new message twice  

We prevent a new message from being shown twice in the Chatter component 

75153| Double-clicking caused a duplicate appointment  

When creating an appointment via the Appointmentmaker module in the Experience Cloud Portal, 
no duplicate appointments will be created anymore when a candidate double-clicks the ‘Confirm’ 
button. 

70153| Clear error message for SharePoint connection errors  

We now show a clear error message if there is an issue with the SharePoint connection. This will 
make it easier to discover the cause and resolve the issue. 

76471| Error message in portal for checklist item with calculation level 'All'  
In the portal, we prevent an error message when using a checklist item with calculation level ‘All'. 
The error message would appear after a candidate had uploaded the required document and clicked 
on the checklist item again. 

73137| Skills List did not show all skills after searching  

You can use the search function when assigning a skill to a person. When you did that, the list would 
not reappear after clicking the desired skill. If you then wanted to add another skill, only the skill you 
previously searched for would be shown. This has now been resolved. 

76208| Drop-down list value in column was shown as API name  

When you select a drop-down list value as a column on one of the screens with customizable 
columns, the field label will now be shown instead of the technical API name. 

75075| LinkedIn picture produced an error message when opening portal tile  

We now prevent a LinkedIn profile with a picture that is added as a candidate card via the NIXZ 
plugin from causing an error on the portal. This would happen when the picture in question was used 
on a portal tile. From now on, the contents of the tile - including the picture - will appear. 

75818| Undelivered email was left on status ‘Unopened’  
In the Flowmailer status report, an email message may initially have the status ‘Delivered', only to 
receive the status ‘Softbounced’ after some time. This can happen if e.g. the recipient's email inbox is 
full. From now on, the message will receive the status ‘Returned’ in MSR, whereas it used to be left 
on status ‘Unopened'. 

73054| Portal password reset message did not show extended letterhead  

The email message for resetting a portal password can now contain an extended letterhead. 
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73156| Privacy consent reminder batch process improved  

We have refined the condition which determines what persons should receive a reminder to give 
their privacy consent. This prevents reminder messages from being sent in specific situations to 
persons who have already been anonymized. 

77084| Technical error when leaving Organizer field empty  

The Organizer field is a required field when creating an appointment. If you leave this field empty, a 
functional error will now appear when you save the appointment. 

74102| Text input not available when replying to or forwarding an email with an 
extended letterhead 

When you reply to or forward an email from the activities timeline, it is now always possible to enter 
text. This is also the case when the email message is based on a template with an extended 
letterhead. 

73919| Translation of skill not shown in skills pop-up In the object  

With Translations (msf__Translation__c), you can add a translation for a skill. From now on, the 
translated value will also be shown when you click the ‘plus’ icon to select a skill, e.g. on a personal 
card. The translated label was already shown correctly for selected skills. 

77569| Hyperlink in generated document no longer worked  

Do you use a hyperlink in a document template? It is once again possible to click the link in the 
generated document to open it. The solution to this issue was made available to all customers in all 
environments on Thursday, 28 March 2024. 

75285| Improved scrolling behavior in specific situations  

In two specific reported cases, we have improved the functionality of scrolling the page or a 
component: 

 • the scroll bar on the main page would disappear after sending an email from the document list  
• when adding a person to a match list, the search window has been made bigger 

78675| Website visitor ID in hyperlink not always processed correctly  

Do you use the functionality to automatically include the personal ID in hyperlinks in an email 
message? From now on, we prevent the inclusion of e.g. a vacancy number in the base URL from 
invalidating the hyperlink in the email 
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